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The program of parity violation with the proposed new SoLID spec-
trometer at JLab is presented. Physics topics include searched for physics
beyond the Standard Model, studies of charge symmetry violation at the
quark level, searched for quark-quark correlations, and a measurement of
the ratio of up and down PDF’s in the proton.
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1 Introduction
The proposed SoLID spectrometer is a high-luminosity large-acceptance device pro-
posed for JLab in the 11 GeV era. Four experiments with an “A” rating and one
with an “A−” rating that require SoLID have been approved by the JLab PAC. These
experiments include measurements of transverse momentum-dependent parton distri-
butions [1], cross sections of J/Ψ production near threshold to study non-perturbative
gluon dynamics, and studies of parity-violation in deep-inelastic scattering (PVDIS).
The latter is the subject of this talk.
The observation of parity-violation is deep inelastic scattering with polarized elec-
trons by Prescott et al. [2, 3] in the late 70’s provided the critical data that led to the
general acceptance of the Standard Model. The experiment measured the asymmetry
ALR = (σL − σR)/(σL + σR),
where σL(R) is the cross section for the scattering of left(right) handed electrons. The
asymmetries are small, typically (10−4 − 10−5)Q2, but are experimentally accessible
for a reasonable range of kinematics for a large acceptance spectrometer.
The unique feature of PVDIS is that since it arises from scattering from individual
quarks, it can measure the vector-electron axial quark couplings C2u and C2d with
minimal radiative corrections. In contrast, parity-violation from elastic scattering is
subject to large, uncertain radiative corrections at kinematics sensitive the C2’s. The
goal of the PVDIS part of SoLID is to improve the precision of the C2’s from previous
work [4, 5] by almost an order of magnitude. This is complementary to the recently
published Qweak experiment, which recently quoted a precision measurement of the
C1’s [6].
2 Phenomenology
The couplings Ci mentioned above are a low-energy expansion coefficients of the
Lagrangian for the parity-violating weak neutral current:
L efNC =
1
2v2
eγµγ5e ∑
q=u,d
g eqAV qγµq + eγ
µe
∑
q=u,d
g eqV Aqγµγ
5q
 , (1)
here v = (
√
2GF )
−1/2=246.22 GeV with GF the Fermi constant. At the tree level,
the Standard Model predicts
geuAV = C1u = −
1
2
+
4
3
sin2 θW ; g
ed
AV = C1d =
1
2
− 2
3
sin2 θW
geuV A = C2u = g
ed
V A = −C2d =
1
2
− 2 sin2 θW .
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The g’s and the more familiar constants Cij differ in terms of the radiative corrections
that have been applied.
In this notation, the asymmetry for PVDIS in deuteron can be written approxi-
mately as
ADISLR = −
3
20piα(Q)
Q2
v2
[
(2geuAV − gedAV ) + (2geuV A − gedV A)
1− (1− y)2
1 + (1− y)2
]
, (2)
here the PDF and many other possible corrections cancel due to the isoscalar nature
of the target. The SoLID spectrometer is designed to have large acceptance at large
y, so that APV is very sensitive to the g
ei
V A couplings.
3 Physics beyond the SM
There are many possible scenarios for physics beyond the standard model. For new
physics at high energy, the result is a modification of the couplings defined above.
Another scenario discussed below involves a light dark Z boson that introduces mod-
ifications to the couplings only at low energies.
3.1 New Physics Scales
We can denote the contribution of new physics to the electroweak couplings by
geqAV /(2v
2)→ geqAV /(2v2) + 4pi/(ΛeqAV )2, etc.
The energy scale of the new physics is given by the ΛeqAV . The 4pi coupling in the nu-
merator is a convention invented to characterize theories with composite sub-structure
that is strongly coupled [7]. Applying the formalism to theories with gnew 6= 4pi is
trivial. Typical compositeness analyses use single Lorentz and flavor structures. Since
we are working with several Lorentz structures and two quark flavors, it is suitable
to rotate both the operators and coefficients so that∑
k,l=V,A,m
(geqkl )
2 = N
∑
k,l=L,R,m
(geqkl )
2,
where N = 1, whereas Ref [7] ignored isospin and used N = 4. As shown in Fig. 1,
SoLID has sensitivity for its particular Lorentz structure at the 20 TeV level.
The best limits on the Λeqij come from Drell-Yan production of high mass e
+e−
pairs at the LHC. The limits come from data with the lepton pair mass M much
larger than MZ . Some of the sensitivity to the Λ’s comes from interference between
lepton pairs produced by both virtual photons and virtual Z’s. Since the photon
is purely vector, no parity-violating combinations appear in the interference terms.
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Figure 1: Plot of the limits set by SoLID for composite models. Red: published data.
Green: projects from the P2 experiment[8]. Yellow: projected limits from SoLID.
(Figure produced by Rodolfo Ferro-Hernandez).
However, the Z have both vector and axial vector couplings, parity-violating terms
appear in the interference term. In addition, the data are becoming sensitive to the
direct term (quadratic on the Λ’s) which sets bounds on the sum of the squares of
the contact interactions.
Some estimate of the direct contribution for e+e− production can be gleaned from
the ATLAS publications with 20/fb of data at 8 Tev [9] and with 35/fb at 13 TeV
[10] . Table 3 in Reference[10] lists the SM predictions of the number of events, the
observed number of events, systematic errors (including uncertainties in estimating
the SM background) for various bins of data. Table 2 of Reference [9] gives the
contribution of various contact interaction terms for each bin. Looking at these
tables, a number of important observations can be made:
1. The limits on Λ come from the two highest mass bins of 1.2-1.8 TeV and from
1.8-3.0 TeV. There is some sensitivity at 0.9-1.2 TeV. There are two reasons.
First, the systematic errors are larger than the statistics for the lower mass bins.
Second, the contact interaction contributions are smaller than the systematic
3
errors for the low-mass bins.
2. A significant part of the contact interaction contribution is from the direct term
at Λ = 14 TeV for the last two bins based on Table 2 of Reference [9]. From
Ref. [10], the 1.2-1.8 bin has 61 events with 40-80 more expected from the
direct term and the 1.8-3.0 bin and 10 events with an additional 20-40 expected
from the direct term. The CMS experiment has published similar results.[11]
Based on the above, the limit on Λ for the C2 (V A) term is well above 14 TeV
and probably on the order of 20 TeV. However, this analysis has not been done [12].
In addition, the Λ4 terms go beyond the dimension 6 operators in the low energy ex-
pansion, and other terms potentially are important, complicating any global analysis.
Thus, the SoLID and LHC results are not purely equivalent, and the LHC data are
not included in Fig. 1.
3.2 Leptophobic Z ′ Bosons
Recent LHC data have ruled out the existence of many types of Z ′ bosons that could
contribute to PVDIS. However, some models, such as the leptophobic Z ′[13], predict
effects that are hard to see at a collider but can be detected by PVDIS.
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in the effective Lagrangian:
LPV = GF√
2
∑
q
[C1q(e¯γ
µγ5e)(q¯γµq) + C2q(e¯γ
µe)(q¯γµγ5q)] .
(1)
Here, the sum is over the valence quarks (q = u, d). In
the SM, these couplings are (see, e.g., Ref. [19])
C1q = 2ρˆNCI
e
3
(
Iq3 − 2Qqκˆ sin2 θˆW
)
− 1
2
λˆq1 (2)
C2q = 2ρˆNCI
q
3
(
Ie3 − 2Qeκˆ sin2 θˆW
)
− 1
2
λˆq2 , (3)
where If3 is the third component of weak isospin for
fermion f , Qf is the electromagnetic charge, and θˆW an-
gle is the weak mixing in the MS scheme. The quantities
ρˆNC , κˆ, and λˆ
q
j encode the effects of electroweak radiative
corrections and at tree-level take on the values 1, 1, and
0, respectively. Theoretically, the C1q and C2q are pre-
dicted to better than one percent precision. Experimen-
tally, the nuclear weak charge QW = −2(ZC1u +NC1d)
has been determined at the ∼ 0.5% level by measurement
of PV transitions in cesium [25, 26], while the proton
weak charge QpW = −2(2C1u + C1d) will be determined
to 4% precision with PV elastic ep scattering at JLab by
the Q-Weak Collaboration [27]. Note that at tree level
QpW = 1−4 sin2 θˆW ∼ 0.1, so that a 4% determination of
this quantity is roughly comparable to a 0.5% determina-
tion of the cesium weak charge. For a summary of present
and prospective constraints on the C1q see Ref. [28].
In contrast, the present experimental bounds on the
C2q are considerably weaker, a situation that would
be remedied by the PV-DIS studies. Experimentally,
the projected precision of the SOLID experiment would
yield a determination of 2C2u −C2d with an uncertainty
±0.0083 [23]. An EIC measurement could lead to a factor
of two-to-three smaller uncertainty, provided an ultra-
high luminosity version is ultimately constructed, with
an integrated luminosity of 0.5 to 1 attobarn−1 [29].
The PV eD asymmetry is sensitive to both the C1q
and C2q:
AeDPV = −
GµQ
2
2
√
2piα
9
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[
a˜1 + a˜2
1− (1− y)2
1 + (1− y)2
]
, (4)
where Gµ is the Fermi constant as determined from the
muon lifetime, the parameter −Q2 = q2 = q20−|~q|2 is the
square of the four momentum transfer, and the a˜1,2 are
given by
a˜1 = −2
3
(2C1u − C1d)
[
1 +R1
]
,
a˜2 = −2
3
(2C2u − C2d)
[
1 +R2
]
.
Here the Rk denote various hadronic corrections, includ-
ing those associated with higher twist contributions to
the deep inelastic structure functions and charge symme-
try violation (CSV) in the parton distribution functions
FIG. 1: Loop diagram leading to corrections to the coefficients
C1q and C2q in Eq. (1) due to a new Z
′ gauge boson coupling
exclusively to quarks. In general, the vector boson V can be
either γ or Z. Requiring photon coupling to electrons, axial
couplings of the Z′ will result in corrections to C2q.
(for recent discussions, see Refs. [30, 31]). Through an
appropriate program of measurements at different kine-
matics (Q2 and Bjorken-x), it is in principle possible to
disentangle these hadronic contributions from the Q2-
and x-dependent terms.
In general, new physics could become apparent in both
C1q and C2q. Given the sensitivity of the cesium atomic
PV and Q-Weak experiments to the C1q, it is relevant
to ask what complementary information a determination
of the C2q coefficients from A
eD
PV might provide. In this
context, the leptophobic Z ′ scenario is particularly inter-
esting, as it will not affect the C1q at an appreciable level
but could lead to a sizeable shift in the C2q as we show
below.
Since (by assumption) the Z ′ does not couple
to the electrons, its dominant contribution to the
(e¯γµe) (q¯γµγ5q) operator arises at one-loop level through
γZ ′ mixing tensor as shown in Fig. 1. The leptopho-
bic Z ′ couples only to quarks in the loop, in contrast to
analogous γZ mixing in the SM that also includes lep-
ton loops. The corresponding effect does not enter the
(e¯γµγ5e) (q¯γµq) operator proportional to C1q as the pho-
ton has no tree-level axial coupling to the lepton and
since the eeZ ′ vertex vanishes. In principle, the analo-
gous process involving Z−Z ′ mixing would lead to shifts
in both C1q and C2q. However, the mixing angle αZZ′
is constrained to be . 10−3 [32], rendering the effect too
small to be observable in the next generation of experi-
ments.1
In what follows, we illustrate the prospective sensitiv-
ity of the PV-DIS asymmetry to γZ ′ exchange. We ob-
serve that the expected shift ∆C2q is enhanced relative to
the na¨ıve expectation of (α/pi)(MZ/MZ′)
2 by two effects:
1 The specific mechanism for ensuring sufficiently small Z − Z′
mixing requires a detailed discussion of the scalar sector of the
U(1)′ extension, a topic that goes beyond the scope of the present
work. See e.g. Refs. [33–36] and references therein for treatments
within the context of supersymmetric U(1)′ models.
Figure 2: Diagram of the Leptophobic Z ′ boson, which can only contribute to the
C2’s inPVDIS.
There h s been recent interest in the idea that Z’s provide one of the few bridges
betwe n ordi ary and dark matter. In this field, there is little data and hence there
are a huge amount of freedom in constructing models. For example, the Z’ could
have decay modes to other d rk particles and hence be hard to search for in hadron
collider experiments[14]. Another approach considers composite Z’ bosons [15]. For
some of these scenarios, SoLID-PVDIS can provide a unique window into possible
new physics.
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3.3 Dark Bosons
It is also possible that new physics at low energies can contribute to PVDIS. A new
particle called a dark Zd boson can have kinetic mixing between the Standard Model
U(1)Y and the dark U(1)d with constant  and also mass mixing with the Standard
Model Z with parameter Z ≡ (MZd/MZ)δ. The result is that sin2 θW at low energies
is modified to [14]
∆ sin2 θW (Q
2) ∼ −0.42δ MZ
MZd
(
M2Zd
Q2 +M2Zd
)
.
The result is a Q2-dependence of sin2 θW . The contribution of SoLID is that it has
the best sensitivity to this parameter in the range Q2 ≈ 10 (GeV/c)2.
4 Charge Symmetry Violation
In 2001, the NuTeV collaboration [16] published data on deep inelastic neutrino
scattering that appeared to disagree with the standard model. It has been suggested
that a possible explanation is that charge symmetry at the quark level, which was
assumed in the analysis, is not exact [17, 18]. If this effect is real and strongly
dependent on x, it can be observed by SoLID. Another possibility is the isovector
EMC effect [19] that occurs in nuclei with more neutrons than protons. The SoLID
apparatus can search for this effect in 48Ca.
Another possible feature in PVDIS is the existence of higher twist (HT) effects [20]
that produce an extra Q2-dependence in the asymmetry. For an isoscalar target
such as deuterium, Higher twist in APV results only from quark-quark correlations.
Contributions involving gluons cancel.
5 Measurement of the PDF d/u Independent of
Nuclear Structure
The ratio of the PDF’s of the d to u quarks in the proton is an important subject, both
in terms of improving the global data set and also for quark models of the nucleon.
Traditionally, this ratio was measured by comparing the inclusive inelastic scattering
from protons and deuterons, which suffered from potentially large corrections from
nuclear physics. Recently, data from Fermilab on W -boson production [21] have
improved the situation as described in Ref. [22]. Other approached include tagging
the recoil proton in scattering from deuterium [23] and comparing the mirror nuclei
3H and 3He.
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A measurement of ADISLR on a proton target provides a direct measurement of the
ratio [24]. of the d to u quark PDF. In particular, ALR for a proton target is
ApLR ∼ −
1
4piα
Q2
v2
[
12 geuAV − 6 gedAV d/u
4 + d/u
]
,
The one issue with the method is the limited x-range. However, the impact of the
data will extend to larger values of x by calibrating the nuclear physics effects in the
precise deuterium data.
6 Apparatus
The SoLID spectrometer has two configurations, one for the SIDIS-J/Ψ studies and
the other for PVDIS, which is shown in Fig. 3. Polarized electrons are scattered
from a liquid hydrogen/deuterium target at the center of a solenoid with a field
of ∼1.5 T. Scattered electrons pass through a series of five GEM detectors, a gas
Cerenkov detector, and an electron calorimeter. The momentum is precisely measured
by tracking and the electrons are distinguished from the copious pion background by
the Cerenkov counter and the calorimeter. The signals will be read out by dead
timeless electronics.
Figure 3: The SoLID spectrometer
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